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Chapter one

fntroduction

summary' The efects of dissociating radiation on molecular clouds are discussed.Isolated clouds in the interstelrar radiation field are 
"onriá.r"J, 

* well as cloudsexposed to the strong UV radiation field ofnearby stars. observatíonal considerations
for observing HI in photodissociation zones are outlined. An overview of previousobservations of HI in dark clouds and EI near HII regions is presented.

1. HI and the effects of radiation on clouds

since the detection of the 21cm line of atomic hydrogen (HI) by Ewen and purcell (1gb1)and Muller and oort (19b1) a,fter the originar- preáctiàn íy'van de Hulst (1945), HIobservations have been among the most imlorta,nt tools for ihe study of the interstellarmedium (ISM) of our o'v\rn garaxy as well of other galaxies. o' th" rargest scale, the HIline has been used to det-ermine the galactic rotation curve and the overall structure ofthe gaseous laver in the disk 
:i l!" g4*r (cf., Burton, 19gg for a review). on smailerscales, 21 cm line studies of individuJclouàs'have contriiuted greatly to our knowledge ofstructures in the interstella.r medium. In addition, the 21 cm liie has been of fundamentalimporta^nce for our understanding of the phases of the ISM. one of the key observationsin this respect has been the discovery of a warm and a cold phase in the ISM by combinedHI emission-absorption obsernations with the Pa,rkes interferometer by Radhalcrishnanet al' (1972)' The cold.(?-80K) component was observed in narrow absorption linestowards background continurun sources. The warm component, which is believed to have atemperature of about 8000 K, was observed in emission.

Since this discovery our knowledge of the ISM has increased substantiallS a'd fourphases of the ISM a,re now l-<now1: a not 1- fO6 X) io"izuJ*"ar"*iiffM) that occupies alarge fraction of space and gives rise to a ,àft X-rry buckground, . .rrrr, (_ 3000 K) ionizedmedium (wIM) that is seen in difuse Hc radiation 1"n"y""iar, iós4), a warm neutralmedium(wN-M) seen mainly in HI emission and a coldteár"* ibrtil. The most succesfulmodel of the ISM so far has been proposed by McKee *ra oririi.", 
-6szzl. 

In this model
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the ISM is energetically regulated by supernova explosions, which create the HIM, regulate
interstellar pressure and provide the energy for cloud motions. A review ofour knowledge
of the phases of the ISM a^nd a description of some outsta.nding problems has recently been
published by Kulka.rni a.nd Heiles (1988).

This thesis will concentrate exclusively on certain aspects of the CM. The CM is
concentrated in clouds which are acted upon by radiation, cosmic rays, shock waves, gravity
and the magnetic field. Although a wealth of observational material now exists concerning
the CM, from HI and molecular line observations, and more recently from the IRAS
survey, many questions are still unanswered. These questions concern cloud formation and
evolution, the internal structure of clouds, cloud shapes, the physics of cloud boundaries,
the heating agents of the CM and the role of the magnetic field. The principal aim of this
thesis is to study the effects of radiation on clouds by mea,ns of HI observations, in two
astrophysical context s:

1) a molecular cloud in the interstella,r radiation field (ISRF).
2) a molecular cloud exposed to dissociating radiation from nearby massive stars.

The underlying physical mechanism in these two situations is the same, i.e., pho-
todissociation of molecular hydrogen. However, the energy density of the radiation field
is in the second case much higher than in the first case. As a result different physical
phenomena occur, and therefore the two cases are studied separately. In section 2 of this
chapter the case of a molecular cloud in the ISRF will be discussed, a^nd a brief review will
be given of earlier observational work on this subject. Section 3 will describe the case of a
molecular cloud exposed to the dissociating radiation of nearby massive stars. In this case
the stars will ionize the gas in their immediate vicinity. Outside the resulting HII region
a layer of HI will develop as a result of photodissociation of the molecular gas outside
the ionization front. The role of this HI layer in the interaction of HII regions with their
environments will be discussed in section 3 of this chapter, a.nd a review of earlier studies
of such photodissociation zones will be given.

2. HI and molecular clouds

2.1. HI in dark clouds'and cloud complexes

The relative proportion of atomic and molecular hydrogen in a^n interstellar cloud is
determined by the rates of formation a^nd destruction of molecular hydrogen. The outer
layers of such a cloud will be atomic, since these layers are exposed to the dissociating
radiation of the ISRF. Due to the self-shielding properties of the hydrogen molecule (to be
discussed in chapter two) the photodissociation rate in the cloud interior is reduced. Thus
the cloud interior will in general contain a higher proportion of molecular hydrogen than
the cloud envelope. This efiect becomes even more pronounced in the denser regions of
the cloud interior, since the H2 formation rate is proportional to the square of the density.
Thus molecular clouds can be viewed as the dense central regions of larger clouds, with
predominantly atomic outer layers. Observational evidence for the correctness of this view
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